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funny books
Try These Funny Books!
I'm funny!

The Terrible Two
by Mac Barnett

When master prankster Miles Murphy moves to sleepy Yawnee Valley, he challenges the local, mystery prankster in an epic battle of tricks but soon the two join forces to pull off the biggest prank ever seen.
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Ellie for President
by Ruth McNally Barshaw

Ellie McDoodle is excited about starting a school newspaper, so when her friends convince her to run for class president--against her new crush, Jake--she is disappointed to have to give up the job temporarily, but is soon caught up in making posters and speeches.
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Me!: (Just Like You, Only Better)
by Jim Benton

A latest entry in the popular series that includes Okay, So Maybe I Do Have Superpowers finds Jamie Kelly struggling to shine on her own in the shadow of popular Angeline, whose endless perfections prove more than a little irritating to Jamie.
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Charlie Joe Jackson's Guide to Not Reading
by Tom Greenwald

Middle schooler Charlie Joe is proud of his success at avoiding reading, but eventually his schemes go too far.
Cheesie Mack is Sort of Freaked Out
by Steve Cotler

Feeling that he and his best friend are too old for trick-or-treating, Cheesie orchestrates a prank that has his whole school talking about aliens, a trick that inspires his evil sister to devise a plot of revenge.

We Meet Again
by Stephan Pastis

The irrepressibly overconfident young sleuth resolves to catapult his detective agency to global fame through the Miracle Report in spite of a temporary setback involving academic probation. By the creator of the Pearls Before Swine comic strip.

Pickle: the (Formerly) Anonymous Prank Club of Fountain Point Middle School
by Kimberly Baker

Using a bogus name, the League of Picklemakers, sixth-grader Ben and three recruits start a prank-pulling club that could possibly receive funding from their middle school's PTA.

Clueless McGee and the Inflatable Pants
by Jeff Mack

Fifth-grader PJ "Clueless" McGee writes a series of letters to his father, a private investigator, telling of his efforts to learn who stole the science fair trophy in an attempt to clear his own name.
Funny books like *Diary of a Wimpy Kid*

Need more suggestions?

Ask your librarian.
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